3 WALKS OF LIFE, 2 NATIONS, 1 PROJECT

“Focusing on a common goal, Books & Beyond brings together a group of students and individuals who learn from one another. Throughout the whole process of writing the anthologies and the holiday camp, B&Bers connect and realize that there is much more to these stories.”

—Loida Rodriguez, IU student

“Five years ago, I joined the Books & Beyond project in efforts to make valuable my knowledge, my skills, my stories and even my life experience, which before were under risk of becoming obsolete. The project taught me about service to the community and provided me with new methods for international cultural exchange, which will enable me to have an input in both global peace and mutual understanding.”

—Simon Pierre Munyaneza, Kabwende Summer Camp

“Once getting involved with B&B, I have had the opportunity to travel to Kabwende and see the effect the work we do has firsthand. Seeing the smiles on children’s faces when they received the books was enough to make we want to be a part of Books & Beyond forever.”

—Khafeen Love, TEAM Schools
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